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US Futures-World Markets: Nothing new from the Fed, as they expect the Fed funds rate to remain
unchanged through 2023. The issue is they aren’t sure if their policy shift can deliver results within 3-4 years.
This could be the reason for the selloff after Powell’s comments that the economic outlook is ‘highly
uncertain.” S&P futures are lower this morning. We can now put any Fed action in the rear-view mirror. The
next FOMC meeting is two days after the general election. Powell may slide into the bunker Biden has been
hiding in. The Fed has passed the baton to Congress to get a stimulus deal done, but there is fatigue on
Washington on spending more money. Energy and financial stocks finally outperformed with a rotation into
small caps and value. Here is a CNBC recap of yesterday’s action https://cnb.cx/3c4u08E . Jobless figures,
housing starts and manufacturing data are out today. Continuing jobless claims are forecast to remain
around 13 million. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -37.90, 10-Yr Yield: 0.676%.
CORE Headlines:
 The way Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell sees it, the U.S. labor market has a long way to go to
meet the central bank's maximum employment goal and a lot of boxes to tick along the way.-Reuters
 If Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine proves to be at least 70 percent effective, the company plans to seek
emergency authorization for its use in high-risk groups, the company's chief executive told Reuters.Reuters
 Southwest Airlines said late Wednesday it temporarily grounded 130 Boeing 737-800 aircraft after it
discovered discrepancies in aircraft weight data.-Reuters
 President Trump is moving closer to $1.5 trillion stimulus plan introduced by centrist lawmakers.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) has called the plan "insufficient" and Senator John Thune (R-SD)
said that bill will cause "a lot of heartburn" among GOP lawmakers.-Bloomberg
 NYC will allow smaller restaurants to charge customers a 10% surcharge to offset financial issues
brought on by coronavirus.-WSJ (What does this even mean? https://bit.ly/3mp7qfL )
 Coal companies experienced a brief renaissance during the first two years Trump’s term, but output
and consumption are now on pace to decline at faster annual rates, on average, under Trump than
under Obama because of falling demand and cheaper alternatives.-WSJ
 As a second wave of coronavirus infections gathers momentum across Europe, the Continent’s
governments are determined to avoid large-scale lockdowns and instead seek less disruptive ways to
live with the problematic disease.-WSJ
 The Trump administration is poised to make a $7B arms deal with Taiwan, part of an effort to draw
closer to Taipei as the administration ratchets up the political and military pressure against China.WSJ
 PTON: Needham analyst Laura Martin told clients she is worried AAPL’s newly unveiled Apple Fitness+
service will force Peloton to lower the cost for its digital-only subscription service, though other
analysts say Apple’s threat is minimal because of Peloton’s popular bikes.-IBD
 Uber is taking a three-pronged approach to helping people vote by enabling users to request an
absentee ballot through its apps, offering discounted rides to polling stations, and working with
agencies to get people to volunteer as poll workers.-USA
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The disastrous debut of the Warner Bros. spy thriller “Tenet” at movie theaters has Hollywood
studios fingering the panic button, and considering whether to release their remaining blockbusters
this year or hold them until the coronavirus crisis wanes.-NYP
New York City officials are set to open a lab in Manhattan that should significantly cut down on
coronavirus test wait times as the city prepares for its most ambitious period of reopenings, with
public school classes and indoor dining to begin this month.-NYT
United Nations investigators implicated President Maduro of Venezuela and other high ranking
officials in systematic human rights abuses amounting to crimes against humanity—including
killings, torture and sexual violence—and called for criminal investigations.-NYT
Money launderers are using some of Chinese online shopping sites such as Pinduoduo, the country’s
second-largest platform by users, to transfer billions of dollars to offshore gambling sites, after
which a corresponding sum is then credited to their gaming accounts.-FT
In her first State of the Union speech, European Commission president Ursula von der Leyen warned of
the risks of closer ties with Russia, urged China to live up to its commitments on climate change, and
said international relations were paralyzed by world powers taking institutions “hostage.”-FT (I guess
that Russia line was directed at Merkel)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Stat: Lilly’s antibody treatment seems to be working https://bit.ly/2RA8y1W
 BBC: 5 reasons Israel’s peace deal with Bahrain and UAE matters https://bbc.in/3hBUcIM
 Quartz: Can cities survive without office workers? Hint: NO https://bit.ly/3iBK5oR (They also can’t
survive if riots, looting and general harassment of law-abiding citizens continues.)
 Reuters: AT&T considers cellphone plan subsidized by ads https://reut.rs/3mp7Ann
 The Onion: Students w/out internet access to attend remotely by peering through window of
wealthier classmate https://bit.ly/35JjD8U (pic is funny)
Charts from The Daily Shot:

The FOMC now expects rates to stay near zero through 2023. Here is the dot plot.

Source: @TheTerminal,

Bloomberg Finance L.P.

Does rate guidance even matter at this point? The Fed has effectively put the policy on autopilot (“outcome-based”
forward guidance).
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The Committee decided to keep the target range for the federal funds rate at 0 to 1/4 percent and expects it will be
appropriate to maintain this target range until labor market conditions have reached levels consistent with the
Committee’s assessments of maximum employment and inflation has risen to 2 percent and is on track to moderately
exceed 2 percent for some time. In addition, over coming months the Federal Reserve will increase its holdings of
Treasury securities and agency mortgage-backed securities at least at the current pace to sustain smooth market
functioning and help foster accommodative financial conditions, thereby supporting the flow of credit to households
and businesses.
Source: @TheTerminal,
Bloomberg Finance L.P.

Even without the changes to inflation targeting, historical data suggest that the next rate hike is a long way off.

Source: Piper Sandler

The August retail sales report was softer than expected, suggesting that consumption recovery is
losing momentum. (Pelosi still won’t budge on a ‘skinny deal’)
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The reduction in government support is taking its toll, and as the extra unemployment benefits expire,
the situation will deteriorate further. (We can quibble over how inefficient the initial stimulus was
applied, but there is no doubt it bailed out the economy.)

Source: Desjardins
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Homebuilder optimism hit another record high, boosted by extraordinarily low rates and tight supplies.
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Homebuilder shares continue to outperform.
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Here is the New York City recovery tracker.

Source: Investopedia Read full article
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Stock futures are heavy after the Fed’s meeting. The market was hoping for more clarity on QE but didn’t get it.

Smaller companies and value stocks have been outperforming,

• Small caps:
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• Equal-weight S&P 500:
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• Growth vs. value:

some sector updates.

• Biotech:
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• Housing:
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• REITs:
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Tech:
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The market continues to reward companies with China exposure.
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2 charts from Deutsche Bank on the retail/options frenzy

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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The speed of the rebound from March lows has been remarkable.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Gold is at support.

Source: barchart.com
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Are US lumber futures stabilizing?
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Highest-paid female athletes:

Source: Statista
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Dating:

Source: Pew Research Center Read full article
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Eighteen years ago:

Source: James Eagle

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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